
As an industry leader, we want to update and prepare you for what's to
come. The current unprecedented global shortage of semiconductor chips
is affecting nearly all industries, bringing production of vehicles across the
nation to a halt.

What is a semiconducter chip, and how important is it?
Semiconductors are small, but their impact is significant. Newer vehicles
rely on more advanced technology and can require a vast number of chips
to operate.

How did we get here?
Due to the nature of the pandemic and resulting stay-at-home orders last
year, parts manufacturers—including those who manufacture
semiconductor chips—prepared for a possible prolonged automotive
shutdown by halting production and adjusting operations. Facing this,
along with the decreased demand for automotive vehicles early on in the
pandemic, semiconductor chip manufacturers pivoted to meet the influx in
demand for consumer electronics. Everyone’s lights went off at the same
time. This means that there was no ability to build inventory of products
and solutions when businesses were able to turn their lights back on. This
created a significant bottleneck in all manufacturing processes. 
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How does this affect your shuttle bus needs?

What does this mean for you?
Are you currently in need of a shuttle bus or van? You would have
noticed the difficulty in fulfilling your vehicle needs. The shortage is
expected to last through the year, and potentially until 2022. So, what's
your wisest financial move?

Option 1:Lease a vehicle that is already in stock.
Select a vehicle that is already in stock, which can get you the vehicle
you need delivered as soon as possible. However,  if it does not have all
the features or upfitting options you want or need, including being
much more expensive, due to limited supply and high demand - what is
your next option?

Option 2: Wait until the 2022 model year.
If you decide to wait, extend the service life of the existing vehicle(s)
until the shortage has been resolved; and any necessary maintenance
now to ensure your vehicle(s) will be able to continue running safely.

Option 3: Consider leasing a different make or model.
If the desired vehicle isn’t in stock and it isn’t feasible to wait for the
2022 models, you should consider leasing different makes or models. 

What Now?
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"These chips are the lifeblood of modern society, but even before the
pandemic, demand for them exceeded supply"

Know your options



What Makes Master's 
Your Premier Solution?

We are....

The largest rental and leasing bus dealer in the nation

The largest used bus dealer in the nation

Industry experts, over 150 years of 

collective experience

Broadest range of bus solutions in the market

Over 500 certified service centers nationwside

Leasing and in-house financing options 

to accommodate any budget 

 

rental program

Our Rental department is your premier and

most convenient solution as you wait for your

new bus to arrive. Call to start your lease

today! We start any lease with a bus from our

extensive 1,000 + inventory and then switch

out the rental with the new bus when it

arrives from the factory. We will also provide

our customers with the same lease price for

the rental as the long term lease. 

rent today

800.783.3613

RENTAL 
IS YOUR

SOLUTION



explore our inventory

We Have What You Need


